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The Summer Quarter.—The regular work of the Law School continues
through four quarters yearly, the courses of the Summer, however, not extend-
ing into any other quarter. The Summer Quarter, 1923, opens June 18 and closes
August 31, and is divided into two terms, the first of which ends July 25. Work
may be taken for either term separately, subject to the rules about credit for
courses that continue through both terms. See the statement under “Courses
Offered,” below. The courses are substantially changed from summer to summer,
and full work is provided for both advanced and beginning students. The
former may continue their work during the summer, thus shortening the calendar
time for the three-year course without reducing the period of actual residence;
and beginning students may commence the study of law in the summer, to be
continued either in the autumn or during the next summer. The courses to be
given in successive summers are so arranged that either a first- or second-year
student may take one, two, or three quarters in succession in the summer only.
This plan offers particular advantages to school or college teachers intending
to practice law who desire to complete part of their preparation for the bar before
leaving their positions to enter a law school. The summer work also affords
a special opportunity to students in other law schools who wish to do extra work
for credit in their own schools, and to practitioners who desire systematically
to pursue particular subjects.

Admission requirements and degrees.—Only college graduates or students
who have had college work equivalent to three years in the University of Chicago
are admitted as candidates for the degree of Doctor of Law (J.D.), which is con-
ferred upon college graduates only. The University permits one year of law to
be counted toward its college Bachelor’s degree by candidates for J.D. who are
not already college graduates.

Students who have completed two years of college work and are twenty-
one years old; or who have completed one year of college work and are
twenty-two years old; or who have completed 15 units of admission credit to